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Abstract
This paper aims to add contribution to the Romanian mutual fund market research by
examining how the UCITS IV regulation on the Management Company Passport (MCP)
implementation may influence the attractiveness of cross-border investments and
particularly, the Romanian investment fund industry. We first explore the potential
benefits of MCP prospects for the Romanian investment fund market. At the same time,
we also investigate whether these benefits are consistent and may increase the market
competition in order to drive to new opportunities for greater internal market
efficiencies, rather than the disadvantages apparent outcomes in form of increased
investor protection and creating cost savings by shifting investments in order to chase
for new incentives.
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1. THE MCP CONCEPTUALIZATION
The Management Company Passport (MCP) was first introduced in Directive 2001/107/EC
(the Man Co Directive)3. Later in 2005, the Committee of European Securities Regulators
(CESR) issued certain clarification on the MCP procedures which were not included in the
initial UCITS IV Directive. Consequently on the 31st October 2008, CESR issued its advice
to the Commission on the introduction of an effective full MCP which had a specific
framework in order to apply the UCITS IV Directive on the MCP implementation. For
instance, Germany, Ireland, Luxembourg and the UK also successfully implemented UCITS
IV by the July 1 deadline.
Prior to the introduction of the UCITS IV Directive, management companies had not
enjoyed parallel cross-border freedoms, as the management company of a UCITS was
required to be domiciled in the same member state as the UCITS which it managed4.
Therefore, the UCITS IV provisions permit UCITS funds to be managed on a true crossborder basis for the first time (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1.
Source: (BNP Paribas Securities Services, feb.2010)
However, the UCITS IV5 (Directive 2009/65/EC) framework contains the following six
measures for supporting the creation of a single European market for investment funds
(KPMG, EFAMA, 2010 Jun.):
- a framework for cross-border UCITS mergers under which cross-border mergers
between all types of UCITS funds (contractual, corporate and unit trust) are
allowed and recognized by each Member State.
- a full passport for a UCITS Management Company which will allow a UCITS
established in one EU Member State to be managed by a Management Company in
another Member State.
- the creation of cross-border Master-Feeder UCITS structures which will allow
Feeder funds to invest at least 85 percent of their assets into another UCITS fund
i.e. the Master fund.
- replacement of the Simplified Prospectus with the Key Information Document
(KID) which is designed to help investors reach an informed investment decision
by presenting key technical information in a concise, non-technical and easy-toread manner.
- a new notification procedure for the cross-border marketing of UCITS in the EU to
remove administrative obstacles and delays to cross-border distribution of UCITS,
with the aim of improving time to market and reducing costs.
- supervision measures that are aimed at improving cooperation mechanisms
between national supervisors and are also designed to minimize or remove
administrative obstacles and delays.
Following UCITS IV, fund operators will be able to consolidate their existing business
model, managing all their UCITS by one single Management Company (KPMG, EFAMA,
2010 Jun.).
Moreover, it has been promoted the idea that the UCITS stamp is seen not just as a
European fund passport, but as a global one6 ( Thomson Reuters, LipperFMI, 2010).
Today, one of the key aims of UCITS IV is to enable the Management Company
authorized in one Member State of the EU to manage, administer and market a UCITS
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authorized in another EU Member State jurisdiction (KPMG, EFAMA, 2010 Jun.). Therefore,
a Management Company has a choice when deciding to carry out operations in another
Member State: it can either do so by setting up a branch in another Member State or providing
services under the freedom to provide services without the establishment of a branch. The
branch would not be subject to any authorization requirement in the Member State or to any
additional capital requirements (Quinn, 2011). For instance, a management company set up
and authorized in Ireland by the Irish regulator can create and manage common funds set up
and authorized in Germany.
As a consequence, the MCP allows the authorization of financial institutions in order to
activate in all the European markets based on a single agreement from the domicile country
authority (Filip, 2008). Therefore, for the mutual funds case, the asset management companies
are entitled to select or create new branches under providing the freedom to services. Once
with this authorization, the asset management companies can distribute their unit funds on
new prospective European markets. Also, the asset management companies might manage the
assets and the portfolio of the new created investment company (Sava & Radu, 2012).
In addition, Quinn J. (2011) complements that the main objective of the UCITS project
was to foster the development of the European single market beside the industry consolidation
and efficiency constrains. In addition, it was hoped this objective would offer greater business
and investment opportunities, for both industry and investors by removing Member States
barriers for the provision of financial services throughout the European Community.
As a consequence, such cross-border management involves increased interaction and
engagement between member state regulators, following two sets of rules:
-first, the rules of the management company’s home member state as regards
organizational requirements, rules of conduct and prudential requirements and
-second, the rules of the UCITS’ home member state in relation to the constitution
and functioning of the UCITS.
Accordingly, the passporting application assumes that the authorization of a UCITS may
generate several benefits. For instance, IFIA (2012) presents the following key considerations
regarding the supplementary benefits of the UCITS IV on the MCP:
- maximize distribution capabilities
- optimize tax efficiency
- regulatory efficiency and experience
- advanced oversight and compliance policies and systems
- complex servicing requirements
- local regulatory and tax expertise
- technology platforms and systems
- cost reductions
Also, BNP Paribas Securities Services White paper report enhances the following three
main benefits of the MCP (see Figure 2):
- enhances the investors protection
- initiates the expansion of cross-border distribution of funds and their unit funds
- creates economies of scale in terms of costs in order to have less management
companies. Regarding this, Quinn J. (2011) also identifies and presents that the
rationale behind the MCP is to create economies of scale and reduce costs in the
investment fund market. Furthermore, it will allow for the creation of centres of
excellence while at the same time allowing companies the freedom to locate
operations around Europe and through cross border business models in
management and administration.
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Figura 2. UCITS IV measures and benefits
Source: BNP Paribas Securities Services, White Paper
BNP Paribas report on ‘The future of the Management Company’ presents the main factors
that may affect the strategy of asset managers toward the Management Company (re)location,
i.e. the tax impact, the regulatory framework, reputational and distribution issues, target
markets and preferred/existing locations and organizational structure of the asset manager
concerned. Also, the new different local accounting rules and policies, financial reporting and
regulation system, the various rules on investment valuation across the EU, will rise
challenges for asset managers using the MCP facility. Furthermore, asset managers will
decide to merge their local and foreign management companies, liquidate some Management
Companies, maintain a local branch in their preferred UCITS domicile, retain the status quo
or adopt a different approach (BNP Paribas Securities Services, feb.2010).
Even so, Quinn J. (2011) concludes that MCP disadvantages outweight its advantages. For
example, instead of increasing competition and delivering real economies of scale, the MCP
may not be able to overcome the market status quo and therefore, will not overcome obstacles
such as consumer preferences and existing distribution channels. However, the largest hurdle
for MCP is that it will face the taxation regime across the Member States, as the financial
savings envisaged by the MCP can easily outweighted by Member States’ taxes on the profits
of foreign UCITS. As a consequence, it has been suggested that MCP will need a new
Directive on the taxation of UCITS in order to be drawn up.
Table 1 The advantages and disadvantages of the MCP
Advantages / Positive outcomes
Disadvantages of the MCP
- there are around 32,000 UCITS products
- Ineffective supervisory framework
in Europe, representing over EUR 6 trillion of that would roll back the clock on the
assets under management and about 79% of the single
market
and
prevent
the
total assets of European investment funds development of a true European market
market.
for funds (Quinn apud Waters D., 2011).
- is removing Member States barriers for
- Policy obstacles - „policy induced‟
the provision of financial services throughout and „natural‟ obstacles. Policy induced
the European Community.
hurdles to cross border sales of funds
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include, for instance tax discrimination of
- reforms the legislation
- Helps foster a single European Market foreign funds, and can be directly
for investment funds, establishing a single dismantled by appropriate adjustments of
market in wholesale financial services, making EU and national legislation. Natural
retail markets open and secure and strengthening obstacles resulting from consumer
preferences or the inherent characteristics
the rules on prudential supervision.
- stock market investments get more of the market are not under the control of
accessible to the public and diversify the policy makers. Natural obstacles to cross
portfolios of private investors without the border sale of funds in Europe envisaged
under the MCP could result from first a)
constraint of managing each fund individually.
- The rationale behind the MCP is to consumer preferences and b) existing
create economies of scale and reduce costs in the distribution channels.
Experts argue that the scalability from
investment fund market. It will allow for the
marketplace
and
technical
creation of centers of excellence while at the the
infrastructure
found
in
centers
such as
same time allowing companies the freedom to
Dublin
and
Luxembourg
are
hard
to
locate operations around Europe and through
cross border business models in management replicate. An additional attraction of these
centers for consumers is that this expertise
and administration.
- Increase in competition. The MCP will base brings with it greater consumer
improve competition by lowering the barriers of confidence and in turn attracts consumers,
entry for small and medium sized firms to as their investment may be exposed to less
operate across Europe, as they do not need risk in the hands of experienced
capital to establish offices and employ staff management companies. The distribution
across Europe. In turn, improved competition obstacle is „natural‟ in the sense that
will help to ensure that consumers benefit from legislators do not have direct instruments
the economies of scale. Moreover, it is expected to overcome it. Based on market forces
that the MCP will fulfill the objectives of the EU alone, an open architecture for their
Treaty, by bringing freedom to provide cross- distribution is still lagging behind. A
border services, at last for the asset management major part of funds are sold over the bank
counter. Banks often advise their
industry.
- Strengthened supervision. The MCP will customers with a bias towards fund
provide a high level of investor protection. The products in their own group rather than
MCP strengthens investor protection by towards the best performing funds.
However due to taxation aspects not
improving transparency of the management
structure and enabling more effective being included within the scope of the
management by the centralization of functions in Directive, it can be anticipated that
the core of the asset management business. That taxation issues could create obstacles to
is, instead of having a number of offices across the effectiveness for the MCP. It is
Europe, a Management Company can centralize anticipated the MCP will be hindered by
its functions in one office, while being able to a) discrimination caused by Members
manage funds in a number of Member States on States treating non-resident UCITS
differently from resident UCITS and b)
a pan-European basis.
- Cost savings are expected and therefore the diversity in Member States‟ national
tax legislation
delivering real economies of scale
- Opportunities to optimize cross-border
distribution
- Opportunities for greater internal
efficiencies
Source: (Quinn, 2011), (BNP Paribas Securities Services, feb.2010)
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KPMG and Quinn’s study are only the ones which analyzed the potential impact of the
MCP implementation. If KPMG/EFAMA study analyzed the tax implications of UCITS IV
across three tiers of countries at Management Company level, at fund level and at investor
level. The survey enhanced that taxation could have a significantly impact on attracting a
Management Company to a location, if that location does not have a strong reputation, the
right infrastructure and access to professionals (KPMG, EFAMA, 2010 Jun.). Therefore, a
real interest in the Management Company passport arises in order to choose a proper location
for new funds centers depending on their historic positions and future growth plans.
Specifically, the UCITS IV Directive on the full MCP considerations offered the possibility to
have a fund managed by a Management Company located in a country different than the one
of the fund, there is a risk of attraction of the funds’ tax residency to the country where the
Management Company is located. This could lead to negative tax impacts at the level of the
fund and the investor. Prior assessing the impact on investors and funds, it is essential to
clarify which country or countries have taxing rights (KPMG, EFAMA, 2010 Jun.).
Also, taxation stands as a problem when entering on new markets, since a change in tax
status among two countries or more, could lead to double taxation. Consequently, based on
the 2008 OECD Convention on Double Taxation Agreements, funds should be taxed where
they are registered/established, by applying the possible options and treating the investment
vehicle as a ‘person’ (i.e. the ‘resident of a contracting state’) or the beneficial owner of the
income received:
(1) at community level through agreement on a tax Directive for funds,
(2) bilaterally through Double Taxation Agreements by the adoption of a special
tie-breaker rule for funds, or
(3) on a national basis, if necessary, by the amendment of tax residency rules.
In order to determine the tax implications of UCITS IV implementation, KPMG&EFAMA
survey highlighted that nearly two thirds of the participants have a Management Company in
at least three countries or more jurisdictions. Also, for the new opportunities on consolidating
their market, 64% of the asset management groups in Europe have more than two or more
Management Companies in Europe. In perspective, at least 50% or the participants intend to
consolidate within the next three to five years. The majority of respondents (54%) see
Luxemburg and Ireland as the location where most market players will locate their
Management Companies. Instead, one-third believes that there will be movements toward the
home country of the promoter.
Today, are awaited the UCITS V amendments which stand to be a response to the various
financial crises (such as Madoff and Lehman) and is in line with other global and EU
initiatives (such as AIFMD and banking reform). The first draft covers remuneration of
UCITS managers, eligibility to act as a depositary, depositary duties, delegation of custody,
depositary liability and sanctions. Negotiations on the draft UCITS V directive with the
European Parliament started on 3 July 2012 with the aim of adopting the directive at first
reading. When adopted and published, member states will have two years to transpose the
directive into national law (possibly late 2014) (EU Council Press Release, December 4, 2013).
2. SUPPORTING CROSS-BORDER INVESTMENTS WITHIN THE MCP
IMPLEMENTATION
The outbreak of the recent economic and financial crisis forced the decline of the entire
economy and investment funds activity due to the panic among investors and their reticence
imposed by this economic impasse status. This situation led inevitably to a resizing process of
the global investment fund industry (Nistor & Radu, 2011).
Given that the global economy is on the mend for rebalancing, it is assessed a reorientation
of international investments into investments in national companies which have achieved low
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performances (profits) during the crisis, but those with the main activity among the economic
sectors that are following the sector economic cycles.
Taking into account the fact that all markets are cyclical, the market expectations during
the last 5 years have demonstrated that the worlds market leadership is shifting since the
emerging world is no longer perceived to be a „sweet point”, especially the emerging markets.
During an ever-changing environment, the evolution of mutual fund market highlights the
dynamic nature of the financial services industry.
The importance of the cross-border dimension of the industry is such that these funds now
account for 45% (€2,662.9bn) of European industry assets (Thomson Reuters, Lipper Report,
2013). This trend has taken place since UCITS enables making use of the cross-border
passporting assets from more than one market. As a consequence, beginning with the first
attempt on unifying the European financial market in 2001, the European industry follows a
changing “balance of power” away from domestically-oriented funds (i.e. primary sold into
one market) towards cross-border investments (i.e. generating sales from multiple markets).
Moisson’s study (2012) on the evolution of the investment funds industry in Europe during
the last 10 years enables to prove that this trend has taken place despite the fact that some
domestic fund markets have seen notably sales (i.e. UK, Switzerland and Sweden).

Figure 3 Industry shifts to cross-border businesses
Source: Moisson E. (2012)7
As a fact, Moisson explains the growth of cross-border funds from 21 percent at the end of
2001 to 43 percent at the end of 2011 (Figure….), as being a result of several key factors,
such as (Moisson, 2012):
• structural factors which are relate to the decisions by some fund companies to
re-domicile their funds to the main European markets (i.e.Luxembourg or Ireland) and
then sell them cross-border.
• organic factors which reflect the greater growth in cross-border funds, for
example, by providing products not available locally, or where cross-border funds
have expanded to new markets, notably in Asia and Latin America.
• specific effects of the recent financial crisis which might have twofold
perspectives. First, banks have pulled-back from mutual funds in recent years, which
will broadly have had a bigger impact on local, continental European fund markets.
Second, those clients willing to invest in this period have been more heavily weighted
to institutions and High Net Worth Investors – and both are more likely buyers of
cross-border funds.
In addition, Moisson (2012) observes that the cross-border industry was influenced by the
investors risk appetite which has evolved over the past ten years to different asset classes. For
7
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example, his analysis reveals that the proportion of assets invested in cross-border assets (i.e.
44%) is now invested in emerging markets with higher risk - bond or equity funds, while the
national/domicile markets maintain the assets in low equity categories.
Moonesawmy D. (2011) appreciates that the later changes in the investment industry are in
fact challenges that have placed risk at the heart of investors’ thinking and as a result all these
changes express a “little short of a revolution of a revolution in the investment industry”. In
the paper “Risk revolution”, the author identifies several factors behind the change
(Moonesawmy, 2011):
• the market is more volatile and given to quicker and more abrupt downturns;
• there is a polarization of economic growth outside core western economies;
• demographic change has led to the growing importance of liability
management;
• Regulatory constraints have put extra pressure on institutional players to limit
risky investments.
The polarization of growth in emerging markets has become an important concern for
many investors for protecting their assets for strong downturns. They therefore tend to modify
their allocations to remain cautious due to the investing risks, giving more accents to tactical
allocations (i.e. geopolitical, transparency, geographical) than to strategic (long-term)
investments.
3. FINAL REMARKS
Lately, investors appetite has been changed from a focused on global and emerging market
funds to the newest opportunities offered by the frontier markets, where Romania is
comprised in. In order to support cross-border investments and to manage better the effects of
the financial crisis, CESR has designed and issued new measures for enhancing a better
framework for UCITS (US engl. mutual funds) – i.e. the UCITS Directives and the
implementation of the Management Company Passport.
Following the MCP evolution we might identify that it helps fostering a single European
market for investment funds.
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